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Writing Across the Curriculum Course

Emphasis on technical writing, participant writing, and designing and implementing writing
instruction across the curriculum, with attention to the mechanics and terminology of
English grammar.

Participants will engage in research-based practices, both as writers and writing instructors
(including readings, discussions/forums, and writing tasks). By taking on these dual roles,
participants will examine their own writing experiences and consider the role of writing on
their personal and professional lives as well as that of early childhood/elementary students.
Furthermore, participants will become part of a classroom writing community, which will
serve to demonstrate the value of a writing community in academic and non-academic
environments.



Writing Across the Curriculum Course

Students will understand that….
• A teacher’s own writing experiences influence the way they approach writing instruction in the
classroom.
• Writing practices can influence lives of teachers and students, both in and outside of
school.
• Experiences with writing in a classroom support a learning community of diverse voices.
• Writing is an iterative and non-linear process.
• Authentic writing experiences can support student learning across the disciplines.
• Disciplinary writing tasks can support content learning.
• Assessment of writing is an integrated and critical aspect of writing instruction.



Writing Across the Curriculum Course

Students will know…
• Mechanics and terminology of English grammar.
• Elements of a writing workshop in the early childhood/elementary classroom.
• The role of mentor texts to support writing across the curriculum.
• Writing genres based on purpose of text.
• Characteristics of authentic writing tasks.
• Peer feedback strategies that support the writing revision process.
• Classroom writing activities that support the development of an effective and positive
learning environment where diverse perspectives are valued.
• State and national standards that explicitly connect to writing instruction as well as    
 standards that can be connected to/used in support of writing instruction.



Writing Across the Curriculum Course

Students will be able to….
• Identify appropriate, classroom writing expectations.
• Design authentic classroom-based writing tasks that support learning.
• Develop written texts for specific purposes and audiences.
• Participate in a community of writers.
• Provide effective feedback on student & peer writing using written, oral, & digital methods.
• Use digital tools for collaboration, creation, & publishing of personal and professional
writing.
• Reflect on the significance of writing in their own lives and on their instructional practices.
• Develop an action plan for continued development as a writer as well as an instructor of
writing.



Establishing a Writing Community
We are all writers!



Establishing a Writing Community
Getting to Know Students! 



Establishing a Writing Community
Students Getting to Know Each Other!

Proust Questionnaire & Heart Maps



Establishing a Writing Community
Sharing In-progress Writing and Providing Feedback! 
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Informal Writing Tasks: 

Due to the iterative nature of writing, you will be
assigned writing tasks that are required but not
graded for quality, but for effort and/or process
(e.g., the Heart Map, Proust Questionnaire, and
drafts of writing tasks). Some writing will be taken all
the way through the writing process (i.e., drafting to
publishing—see "formal writing tasks”) but not all;
however, you will be expected to engage in all
assigned writing tasks.

 Overview of Select Assignments



The Big Decision: Informal Writing Task

The Inspiration: Read the O’Brien story “On the Rainy River”
from The Things They Carried. 

The Task: Pick a personal decision you made (or perhaps
will make soon--about college, majors, a job, etc.) and write
about the different “voices” relating to that decision. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10spJkb0I-0uV2UCNOj5yQqkxQqxMS4C9/view?usp=sharing


The Big Decision: Informal Writing Task

The Steps: 
Where were you (or where do you wish you were) when
you made/will make the decision?
You will have at least 10 people/characters involved in
making this decision. They can be real or fictional,
people you don't know, or people you imagine in your
future. Brainstorm which are for or against your
decision; you must have a few on each side.
Research any historical figures/celebrities to find out
what advice they would give you when making the
decision.



The Big Decision: Informal Writing Task

The Writing: Write the story of your decision, modeled after
O’Brien’s story or the sample.

The Connection to Research Papers: 
You researched what certain people believe about a
topic and inferred (reached a conclusion on) how they
would feel about your decision based on that evidence. 
You included the perspectives of multiple people in your
decision. When you research an issue, you want to make
sure you consider multiple perspectives, not just the
people who agree with you on the subject. 



Formal Writing Tasks: 

Teacher as Writer
You will produce four personal writing tasks that you
will take all the way through the writing process
(drafting to publishing) including: a writing
autobiography/memoir, a professional resume,
and at least two creative pieces.

Teacher as Writing Instructor
 You will produce four writing tasks that you will take
all the way through the writing process (drafting to
publishing) including: two writing to learn (WTL)
tasks, a genre-specific writing assignment, and
classroom writing expectations.

 Overview of Select Assignments



Writing Autobiography/Memoir: 
Formal Writing Task

The Objective: The purpose of this assessment is for you to
examine the influence of writing on your personal, professional,
and academic life. 
What were your most memorable experiences with writing? How
have these experienced influenced you thus far? How may they
continue to influence you (especially as a teacher)?



Writing Autobiography/Memoir: 
Formal Writing Task

Potential Questions/Prompts to Address: 
Describe a piece of writing you produced that you are most
proud of.
Who were your writing influences as a student?
When and how do you prefer to write?
Consider the differences between the types of writing you
are required to do and the types you choose to do.
Describe an experience where you struggled to produce a
piece of writing.



Resume: Formal Writing Task
The Objective: To compose a professional resume. When seeking
employment, many employers will ask for a professional resume to
be submitted as part of your application materials. As such, this is
an authentic writing task since you will be able to use this resume (a
revised and updated version) when you begin to seek employment
within a school.

The Steps: 
Complete digital, asynchronous lesson, From Dust to Diamonds  
Draft your resume 
Writing group feedback
Revise and submit your resume 



Resume: Formal Writing Task
From Dust to Diamonds

Learning Revision Techniques using "41 shots"



Resume: Formal Writing Task
The Objective: To compose a professional resume. When seeking
employment, many employers will ask for a professional resume to
be submitted as part of your application materials. As such, this is
an authentic writing task since you will be able to use this resume (a
revised and updated version) when you begin to seek employment
within a school.

The Steps: 
Complete digital, asynchronous lesson, From Dust to Diamonds  
Draft your resume 
Writing group feedback
Revise and submit your resume 



Writing to Learn: Formal Writing Task
In class discussions about "writing to learn" and "writing to
demonstrate learning"



Writing to Learn: Formal Writing Task



Writing Expectations: Formal Writing Task
The Objective: The goal of this task if for you to take time to reflect
and consider the writing expectations you have for your own
students that have developed throughout the course of this
semester. How can writing (including creative/personal writing and
writing to learn) enter into your classroom? What are the ways in
which students will be encouraged to write within your classroom
and discipline?

The Task: Compose your classroom writing expectations (could be
in the form of a list, letter, etc.) You will also compose an
explanation tied to course readings supporting your reason           
 for each expectation.



Final Portfolio: 

The goal of the final portfolio is for you to reflect on
the progress made throughout the course and
to consider “next steps” related to your own writing as
well as writing/writing instruction in your future
classroom. The portfolio will include the writings you
have worked on throughout the semester (Teacher as
Writer and Teacher as Writing Instructor) along with a
reflection and an action plan.

 Overview of Select Assignments



Writing Portfolio
The Overview: The goal of the final portfolio is for you to reflect on
the progress made throughout the course and to consider “next
steps” related to your own writing as well as writing/writing
instruction in your future classroom. 
The portfolio will include the writings you have worked on
throughout the semester (Teacher as Writer and Teacher as Writing
Instructor) along with a reflection and an action plan.
Finally, you will create and share a presentation in class highlighting
portfolio elements including: your favorite portfolio piece, a
portfolio piece you believe is most improved, major course take-
aways/lessons learned, and an overview of your action plan. 



Course Take-aways 

Student enjoyment of course
Writing Groups 

Work-load (for students and professor)
Quality of peer feedback

Successes

Struggles 



Course Take-aways 

Looking Ahead to Next Semester 
End of semester survey 
Adjustments for Fall 2022



Discussion and Application

Does your institution have a course like
this for pre-service teachers? If so, please
share! 

What benefits, if any, might there be to
having a course like this for future (or
current) educators? 

Any questions or anything else you'd like
to discuss? 



Thank You
Contact Information:

 
hmkreamer@louisiana.edu


